
Paragraph on Bicycle
Question:

What is a bicycle?
How is it made?
How can we drive it?
Who usually use this?
Why is bicycle very useful?
What are the parts of a bicycle?
Where can we drive it?

Answer: Bicycle is one of the best vehicles in the replace for its
various aspects. The bicycle is made of two wheels, which consisting
two tiers and tubes an iron frame. It has a paddle, handle, and brake
to increase and decrease its speed. It has a seat cover and seat on
which a rider sits and drives it. Sitting on the seat one has to
press on the paddle, which is confined by a chain. Its driving system
is very easy and maximum person of our country can drive it easier
than other vehicles. It has a bell to aware the other passersby on
the road. It costs a little and does not pollute the air. On a busy
road in either town or rural area, we can drive it easily for having
its brake. This is very useful for the service holders in the
undeveloped area, where other vehicles will not be driven. We can buy
it easily and its expense is too trifling. Sometimes a bicycle
provides more than one to move on. It has a career, which contains
our luggage. This can be driven in any place of the country so the
rider must be conscious about its use. In a rural area, people do not
know the rule of traffic and they move haphazardly on the road.
Sometimes its tier and tube may burst then some money requires rules
for repairing it. Man, of all ages, can drive it for their purposes.
In villages, the students of schools and colleges like it very much.
They feel interested in riding the bicycle. Village doctors and mail
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carrier use it for their service. Therefore, the bicycle is the very
beneficial and useful vehicle, which makes no harm to our
environment.


